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A teenage boy uncovers a horrific family secret. A widower seeks vengeance on the creatures
that killed his wife. A drug addled writer stalks the woman of his dreams, a woman much more
sinister than she appears. A federal agent races to find the cursed relic powering this city full of
spooks, spirits, and serial killers. The lives of these and others will collide in the dark and
dangerous streets of Adderlass. A seed of evil was planted under Adderlass, a city where
monsters hide behind masks of humanity and ordinary people shuffle anesthetized and
addicted by the sickly supernatural power wafting up from below. The city was built over the
crystalline skull of a bloodthirsty beast. Now, the hunt is on for this lost treasure and whoever
finds it first will control the fate not only of Adderlass but of the entire world. Sixteen-year-old
Simon Cubbins, young and naive, may be the key to unlocking the mystery buried in this
twisted labyrinth of hidden agendas. He also unknowingly harbors a secret that could destroy
the Cubbins bloodline. As different characters fight for control over Simon, he will have to
decide whether or not to carry on his family's legacy.
For Daphne, the glass is always half full, a situation is better managed with a dab of lip gloss,
and the boy of her dreams—the one she's read about in all of her novels—is waiting for her just
around the corner. For Gabby, nothing ever works out positively; wearing any form of makeup
is a waste of study time, and boys will only leave you heartbroken. Her best friend, Mule, is the
only one who has been there for her every step of the way. But when the richest boy in town
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befriends Gabby, and Daphne starts to hang out more and more with her best and only friend,
Mule, Gabby is forced to confront the emotional barriers she has put up to stop the hurting.
And for once, her sassiness may fall prey to her definition of stupidity.
The summer of '13. Melissa Phillips has high hopes for it. She's headed to Grandma Joelle's
house in New England with her two best friends to aid her with her cooking school for the
summer. Melissa has a paper with her, a crazy list of things to do in one summer scrawled
onto yellow notebook paper with pink pen that she wrote at 2 in the morning. One of the things
that wasn't on the list that she didn't expect or plan to do was lose her MP3 player on the
beach and be helped in finding it by a curly-haired boy. A curly-haired boy with dimples and
brown eyes and that smile. Nor did she expect to find out that her grandma had hired said boy
to work at the cooking school that summer. It's a summer to remember. Beach, sun, a
significant birthday party, dates and Brits, attics with unfindable pasta machines, a 10K race
with a horrific ending, a wonderful summer romance that must mean something. Not what
Melissa had planned to do along with the rest of her written list. But that doesn't matter. The
unplanned things are the best, aren't they? The serendipitous kind?
Praise for DREAMING DANGEROUSLY 5 out of 5 star reviews: Once I read the first page, I
couldn't put it down until I finished it. Dreaming Dangerously is a book I would recommend to
anyone to read... the Author is skilled. -Dominique,Goodreads.com It really just blew me away
how much I loved reading this book. Chani, Goodreads.com I loved Dreaming Dangerously.
Mind reading is one of those things not all authors can write about. Dreaming Dangerously is a
book I would highly recommend. - Kris Spor, Amazon customer Overview of DREAMING
DANGEROUSLY:A teen mind-reader tries to keep her secret from the gossips at her high
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school. A popular boy who finds out. Her nightmares start to come true. She must learn to trust
him before it's too late to stop the tragedy that awaits. FOR ANYONE WHO WANTS YOUNG
ADULT SCIENCE FICTION/FANTASY and can't get enough of Hunger Games, and Evermore,
then you must read DREAMING DANGEROUSLY as your next YA thriller!! Other works by
Kathleen Suzette Harsch:DARKNESS DESCENDS, book 2 of the Children of the Psi series is
out now!
'An irresistible, feel-good story infused with infectious humour and sprinkled with Manhattan
magic' - Miranda Dickinson 'An endearing, romantic and fun read for chick-lit (and rom com!)
fans' - Closer --------------------------- Scarlett O'Brien, utterly addicted to romantic films, has
found her leading man. She's convinced Sean is Mr Right, but the day-to-day reality of a
relationship isn't quite like the movies. With Sean constantly away on business, Scarlett and
her new best friend Oscar decide to head to New York for the holiday of a lifetime. From one
famous landmark to the next, Scarlett and Oscar make many new friends during their
adventure - including sailors in town for Fleet Week, a famous film star, and Jamie & Max, a
TV reporter and cameraman. Scarlett finds herself strangely drawn to Jamie, they appear to
have much in common: a love of films and Jamie's search for a parent he never knew. But
Scarlett has to ask herself why she is reacting like this to another man when she's so in love
with Sean . . . The third fabulously fun romantic comedy from Ali McNamara, bestselling author
of Breakfast at Darcy's and From Notting Hill with Love . . . Actually
When Darcy McCall loses her beloved Aunt Molly, she doesn't expect any sort of inheritance let alone a small island! Located off the west coast of Ireland, Tara hasn't been lived on for
years, but according to Molly's will, Darcy must stay there for twelve months in order to fully
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inherit. It's a big shock. And she's even more shocked to hear that she needs to persuade a
village full of people to settle there, too. Darcy has to leave behind her independent city life and
swap stylish heels for muddy wellies. Between sorting everything from the plumbing to the pub,
Darcy meets confident, charming Conor and sensible, stubborn Dermot - but who will make her
feel really at home?
A gorgeous collection of stories inspired by romantic tropes, edited by and including a story
from the #1 New York Times-bestselling author Marissa Meyer.
Beth Chambers' life is no fairytale, even if she feels like a damsel in distress. After four years in
a destructive relationship, Beth has decided enough is enough and leaves her girlfriend, taking
with her only her dog Dudley, her broken spirit, and a shattered view of life. At her lowest point,
she meets Amy Fletcher, a woman who has it all-and whom she believes would never want
more than friendship. But what Beth fails to realise is that there are definitely two sides to every
story. Could Amy Fletcher be Beth's Princess Charming? Could her story end with a happily
ever after?

The New York Times bestselling author of the Dare to Love series welcomes you
to Serendipity, where love, fate and fortune intertwine... Fans of Bella Andre,
Rachel Gibson, Julie James and Jill Shalvis, will fall head over heels with Carly
Phillips' special town and her unforgettable characters. Nash Barron may be
cynical about love, but when he meets Kelly Moss he can't help admire her
confidence and beauty. Except he's forced to keep his distance as getting
involved with Kelly could destroy his relationship with his newly discovered
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teenage half-sister Tess. Kelly doesn't want to upset Tess's life by pushing for a
fling with Nash, even though the more she sees the kindness beneath his gruff
exterior, the less she's able to resist. But Kelly has other reasons for keeping her
distance. Like the secret from her past she knows Nash will never forgive...
Return to Serendipity for more sexy romance with the other books in the series,
Serendipity, Karma, Fated, Perfect Fit, Perfect Fling and Perfect Together.
Megan Conroy thinks she has problems; she's struggling to pass math and with
only one year of high school left she still has no idea what she wants to do with
her life.She certainly never thought she'd become a witch.A near miss from a
speeding car triggers an inexplicable rush of power within her, leading to strange,
recurring dreams and encounters with even stranger creatures. After being saved
from a demon by her classmate Finn, she finally starts getting some answers.
Meg, he explains, is now an awakened witch; a person whose dormant magic
has been brought out by trauma.Real witches, she learns, are nothing like the
broomstick-riding figures she's used to from movies. The descendants of an
ancient tribe who made an alliance with the Fae, Witani are born with magic and
have the ability to see the spirits who oversee the natural world.She receives
another shock looking through study abroad brochures when she finds a picture
of the same standing stone from her dreams. This prompts her to choose
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Scotland as her destination, where the stone is located.As she's drawn ever
deeper into the secret world of magic and Fae, she wrestles with the dilemma of
whether or not to tell her parents about her new life. But it's not long before she
has far more to worry about. Her arrival in Scotland sets a series of events in
motion that will change her forever; bringing with it new friends, love, and danger.
If Andy Warhol, Dr. Seuss, and Willy Wonka were to plan a party, it might turn out
something like this. Hollywood stars, young trendsetters, and families from all
over the world flock to Serendipity. With its dessert-loaded menu, fun decor, and
carefree vibe, this is the place to celebrate any occasion that calls for lots of
chocolate. Serendipity Parties brings the restaurant’s madcap sense of
hospitality home. Whether it’s a birthday, holiday, or a summer pool party, this
book has a plan for you. Offbeat decor tips, must-have music, and hilarious
anecdotal sidebars accompany delicious recipes that reflect Serendipity’s overthe-top style. Perfect for families, the book is also ideal for beginning hosts and
hostesses looking to develop their own easy and exciting entertaining style.
Escape from the everyday stresses in your life and unwind with Chromalaxing,
Kaleidoscope Series, Adult Coloring Book #1. The first book in this great new
series. Forty intricately and delightfully designed images. Printed one side per
page. The reverse side includes the image number so you can leave your
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thoughts and specific feedback for us per image. Your finished work may be
suitable for framing or gift giving. Our website (http://www.chromalaxing.com)
features fun art contests. Enter today and show us your masterpiece for a chance
to win great prizes. Vote for your favorites too. Our designs offer a pleasing
variety in image complexity suitable for beginner to expert-level. Provides
unlimited hours of relaxing stress relief, as well as an enjoyable artistic outlet.
Tap into the soothing and rejuvenating effects that coloring has been shown to
produce. Join countless adults all over the world and rediscover the fun and
relaxing hobby of coloring. Grab your pencils, pens... relax and explore your
creative side today.
Sara has always loved cats. She surrounds herself with pictures of cats, stuffed
cats, even cat-headed slippers. But she’s never been allowed to have a real cat
of her own. Her father has always told her no, for reasons he won’t explain. So
when a fluffy snowball of a kitten darts through their front door and into her life,
Sara believes her dream might finally come true. But convincing her father to
break his strict No Cats policy seems impossible. She has less than a week to
persuade him that this kitten is exactly what their lonely, broken family of two
needs to heal. Told in lyrical, spare verse, Serendipity & Me is a sparkling novel
that elegantly handles the topic of loss for a middle grade audience.
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Elam Harnish has more money than he would ever need. As he accumulates
wealth as a successful entrepreneur in the Alaskan Gold Rush, Harnish must
face the challenges of the Yukon Territory. After he makes a fortune, Harnish
finds himself still unsatisfied. In efforts to find a new challenge and make more
money, Harnish decides to move down to the mainland of America, settling in
California. However, after a group of money kings threaten to take his entire
amassed fortune, Harnish resorts to violence to recover it, endangering him both
physically and morally as he slides down a slippery slope of immorality. Realizing
that he can make even more money with undercut business practices, Harnish
slowly becomes corrupt, making shady business deals, cheating, and being
dishonest. While it gives him more wealth, Harnish soon realizes that money is
not all he wants in life. After one of his employees catch his eye, Harnish resorts
to harassing her for attention. However, she is a woman of strong will and
morals, and refuses his advances. Harnish realizes that she will never
reciprocate his attraction if he continues his shady business dealings, but what if
it is too late to redeem himself? Filled with action and suspense, Jack London’s
Burning Daylight brings an exciting twist to the classic enemies to lovers
storyline. Featuring two exciting settings—California and Alaska, Burning Daylight
is an entertaining glimpse into the gold rush era of the United States. Through the
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use of amusing caricatures of hyper-masculinity and hyper-femininity, London’s
romance novel also provides intriguing insight on the early 20th century gender
expectations. Burning Daylight has inspired several film adaptations over the
years, and was among the list of best-selling books when it was released in
1910. With adaptations and record sales, Jack London’s Burning Daylight proves
that it is a prolific work able to be enjoyed by audiences even in the 21st century.
This edition of Burning Daylight by Jack London is now presented with a new,
eye-catching cover and is printed in an easy-to-read font, making it both modern
and accessible.
It's revenge--sweet and hot--in the first book of this sexy and wickedly funny
series by international bestselling author Tara Brown. For the young, rich, and
beautiful, summertime in the Hamptons means one thing: Fling Club. Only this
time, Cherry Kennedy won't be selecting a boy for a fleeting romance. Nope, this
season, Cherry is out for revenge. Her target? The Fling Club founder and
society darling who slept with Cherry's now-very-ex-boyfriend. And all Cherry
needs is the perfect guy for her plan... Ashley Jardine can't afford to refuse. He
scored almost a full ride to MIT. But that almost still costs a lot. And this is so
much money for a little game of revenge and a chance--albeit short--to live the
high life. Here, rich girls rule the shore, and everyone has a role to play. Only
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nothing in the job description warned Ashley that the redhead who's running the
scheme would be so crazy. And cute. Or that he wouldn't be able to stop thinking
about her. Now, everything is going according to plan--until an unexpected
attraction raises the stakes. It's enough to turn the perfect payback into absolute
heartbreak.
The day Captain Beth Castle put on the U.S. Marine Corps uniform, she made a
vow to protect her country and its citizens. It was a vow she knew she'd uphold
for life, but nothing prepared her for what she faced in the Tinajas Mountains east
of Yuma, Arizona. While inspecting Aid Relief Stations along the Arizona/Mexico
border, an ancient myth she'd learned growing up on the Navajo Reservation
comes to life. A hostile encounter with a strange group of men triggers a change
in her body and Spirit. When she goes to her family for help, Beth discovers the
horrible truth -- the myths she'd learned were real...aliens were real. Now Beth's
involved in an epic battle between good and evil -- a battle that could cost her
everything she holds dear, including her family and the man she loves.
A magical journey into the land where stories come from “[A] sweet-toned, summer-fun
story.” —The New York Times Book Review When Tuesday McGillycuddy and her
beloved dog, Baxterr, discover that Tuesday's mother—the famous author Serendipity
Smith—has gone missing, they set out on a magical adventure. In their quest to find
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Serendipity, they discover the mysterious and unpredictable place that stories come
from. Here, Tuesday befriends the fearless Vivienne Small, learns to sail an enchanted
boat, tangles with an evil pirate, and discovers the truth about her remarkable dog.
Along the way, she learns what it means to be a writer and how difficult it can
sometimes be to get all the way to The End. This title has Common Core connections.
Finding Serendipity by Angelica Banks, with illustrations by Stevie Lewis, is the first in a
series. that continues with book two, A Week Without Tuesday. “This enchanting story .
. . celebrates the imagination and the connection writers feel with their stories. Spunky
characters; spot-on pacing, providing perfectly timed plot revelations; and fully imagined
worlds make this a charming winner.” —Booklist, starred review “With cinematic
imagery and keen wit, the authors construct an inventive novel.” —Publishers Weekly,
starred review “Young writers will find inspiration in the tale—especially those who have
a story within them but might be too shy to tell it.” —The New York Times Book Review
NALI By Esther Henry In an era of darkness, mystery, tropical jungles and cannibalism,
Nali tries to buck the ancient traditions, only to find herself deeply entrenched in them.
As a young girl full of dreams, she is given to a tribal elder in marriage and quickly
learns that her girlhood dreams could be shattered overnight. The rain forest held a
secret refuge that only Nali knew, where she took her dreams and her delusions. Will
she be forced to succumb to a subservient role the rest of her life, or can she overcome
the hopelessness that comes with isolation, ignorance and tradition? Deep in the heart
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of New Guinea lies the village of Mendoka, beautifully camouflaged from the rest of the
world. Although the village has yet to be discovered, the outside world would soon have
an influence on their lives. An interruption to their peaceful simplicity would both terrify
them and cause them to search for answers. Readers will be able to follow the lives of
those who lived in a much simpler time and become immersed in the culture that
controlled their everyday existence.
She was a girl, standing in front of a boy... Movie fanatic Scarlett O'Brien dreams of a
life as glamorous and romantic as all the big screen flicks she worships. When a
chance house-sitting job in iconic Notting Hill comes along, she knows living in one of
her favorite movie settings is an opportunity too good to pass up. Leaving behind her
skeptical friends, family, and fiance, Scarlett heads to London and finds herself thrust
into the lead role of her very own romantic comedy. But can real life ever be just like the
movies? Larger-than-life new friends, a handsome but irksome new neighbor, and a
mystery from her past may prove to Scarlett that living her life like a RomCom is more
complicated than she thought! "Sparkly, fun, and endearing."—Kate Fforde "This
romantic comedy is the perfect way to pass a winter afternoon should Johnny Depp be
unavailable."—Daily Record
When ancient gods ruled and Druids kept Faith alive, the Celts thrived as a democratic,
matriarchal society. Then savage Roman soldiers swept across Europe, killing and
enslaving. The Celts did not succumb without a fight. Their Old Ways survived
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centuries of ruthless domain until another menace loomed: a tortured god worshiped in
cold stone buildings. The sacred shores of Avalon began to drift away, the mists
threatened to hide the island from mortal eyes forever. Against the bleak backdrop of
war, the gorgeous Scottish Highlands stood tall, sheltering its inhabitants from greedy
invaders. Yet the reach of the eagle banners was long and the highlanders turned to
the Goddess for protection. However, the sacred groves felt silent and grim as Avalon
faded away. Once sad, pealing bells began to sound strangely comforting while the
high walls of monasteries offered an alluring barrier from violence. Caught in the middle
of this centuries-old war, a young High Priestess might be Avalon's last chance. Wise
beyond her years and powerful like no other Priestess in her lifetime, Rowen had
served the Goddess faithfully, forsaking her family and the company of her soulmate.
When the Lady of the Lake asks for another sacrifice, it might be one too many for her
scarred heart. How could she obey the Goddess without betraying Caddaric? Could
she trust Eochaid, who embodied everything she despised and hated? Would she be
able to fulfill her duties without losing her soul? Caddaric had been Rowen's companion
in countless lives; but, now, they existed in different realms. Beautiful Rowen lived in
the mortal world while sweet Caddaric remained in the sacred isle of Avalon, watching
over her. Could he step aside to allow another man - a flesh and blood man - to
become her protector? Eochaid had sworn to protect the Old Ways. The rude warrior
never quite understood his faith yet his loyal heart belonged to the Goddess. A
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gorgeous, fiery High Priestess was not in his plans. He would risk his life to protect
Rowen; but, would the Goddess safeguard his heart? Could he defend the bewitching
maiden from himself? When stakes were so high that a simple mistake could cost their
very world, a priestess, a Druid, and a warrior must learn to trust one another and the
mysterious ways of the Goddess. Their success would save Avalon. Their failure would
tear the island from the human realm forever, condemning it to oblivion. Failure was not
an option. This is a standalone, historical/paranormal romance. Its mature themes sexual violence, religion, and pagan rituals - might not be appropriate for audiences
under 18.
When Aislinn Amon's father disappears, her mother drags her from New York to
Indiana where she is to attend a new boarding school - Source High. At Source High,
Aislinn finds herself in a whole other world than what she knew. Everyone has
something supernatural about them, including her. Soon, she finds that she's not the
normal, rebel, messed up teenage girl she thought she was. Her friends try to help her
along the way when trouble comes knocking on her door. People die, she finds herself
falling in love with, something she swore she'd never do, and secrets start to form. Can
Aislinn cope with everything that's happening? Can she handle the life she's been
forced to deal with? Or will she crack under the heavy pressures laid upon her
seventeen-year-old shoulders?
How many lifetimes would you travel to find a love that lasts for ever? When single
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career girl Jo-Jo steps onto a zebra crossing and gets hit by a car, she awakes to find
herself in 1963. The fashion, the music, her job, even her romantic life: everything is
different. And then it happens three more times, and Jo-Jo finds herself living a
completely new life in the 1970s, 80s and 90s. The only people she can rely on are
Harry and Ellie, two companions from 2013, and George, the owner of a second-hand
record store. If she's ever to return from her travels, Jo-Jo must work out why she's
jumping through time like this. And if she does make it back, will her old life ever be the
same again? Step back in time with this fabulously fun and feed-good comedy of time
travel and romance, from the author of From Notting Hill with Love . . . Actually
When Tuesday McGillycuddy and her beloved dog, Baxterr, discover that Tuesday's
mother--the famous author Serendipity Smith--has gone missing, they set out on a
magical adventure. In their quest to find Serendipity, they discover the mysterious and
unpredictable place that stories come from. Here, Tuesday befriends the fearless
Vivienne Small, learns to sail an enchanted boat, tangles with an evil pirate, and
discovers the truth about her remarkable dog. Along the way, she learns what it means
to be a writer and how difficult it can sometimes be to get all the way to The End.
Andreas M. Cohrs presents an awesome guide to the less visited regions of California,
as well as a glance into what makes up the Golden state and its glittering mentality.
Through a chain of serendipitous events, Cohrs gained access to the belongings of the
late backpacking icon, Colin Fletcher. Based on the outdoor guru’s original maps,
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notes, and photos, fifty years later he retraced The Walker’s hitherto untraceable
thousand-mile journey along the lengthy spine of California, across the state’s
enchanting deserts and over the snow-laden high sierra. With maps accompanying
each chapter, drawn by Fletcher’s carto- grapher david Lindroth, more than 100
photos, and with stories from the trail, Cohrs tells a compelling tale of one of the most
varied and fascinating regions on our planet. Yet, as the title reveals, California
serendipity is more than a hiking guide that lays Fletcher’s original route at your feet for
the first time. It takes the reader on a crash course through the state’s early history and
its unique nature into finding the only true answer to Fletcher’s concern whether his
1958-trip could ever be repeated. With his narrative travel writing, Cohrs conveys the
intimate sensations of what it means to venture upon a four-month trek, unpretentious
but up close and affective, and why serendipity will travel with you, rewarding you with
the most unexpected encounters, when you take the right turn.

Tell em to hold on, a real bitch is coming.' Kahyla James was an ordinary girl with
dreams of one day making it big. And she was well on her way, especially with a
street gangsta like Anthony 'Boston' Dixon training her to be a self made bitch.
But when she was betrayed by the people that she loved the most it forced her to
take actions into her own hands and show the city just how ruthless she could be.
Ride with Kahyla as she navigates the streets showing the gangsta's that the
penalty for betrayal is still death.
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The age of Nore. A time of hardship, war, enchantment, and evil. These events
lead of to the story of Tecoco's Earth, where the inhabitants within the world of
Tecoco are embroiled in a tide of suffering and terrible predicament. A brother
swears vengeance on the suffering of a populace. A wicked king seeks the world
for his own. A chief makes a decision that will decide the fate of his people. This
is the age of Nore.
***THIS STANDALONE TABOO LOVE TRIANGLE, IS BEST ENJOYED WHEN
YOU DON'T READ ANY REVIEWS OR SPOILERS BEFOREHAND. GOING IN
WITH AN OPEN MIND IS BEST.*** "Believe. Sometimes the unreal is more
powerful than the real." My Past: She was my wife until death did us part. My
Present: I don't believe in ghosts. But eyes that have haunted me before, now full
of secrets, have me questioning fate, just once. My Future: I'll do whatever it
takes to prove to her she's mine. Even if she belongs to another. Note: Please be
aware this book deals with sensitive topics..
Teodrose Fikre is a visionary author who is passionate about justice for all
irrespective of our differences. Teodorse is named after and is the grandson five
generations of Emperor Atse Teodrose II-the greatest king and visionary leader
of Ethiopia. Teodrose writes of the hope possible in unity while addressing the
very issues that lead to the scale of inequity that is pervasive in our society. Born
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in Ethiopia the same year Emperor Haile Selassie was overthrown in 1974,
Teodrose Fikre is a prolific writer whose speech idea was incorporated into
Barack Obama's South Carolina primary victory speech in 2008. A lot has
changed in the intervening years, a transformation caused by the most unlikely
circumstances which led to Teodrose's education of our common bonds and
humanity's struggles without regard to the barriers that are erected to separate
us. Teodrose's pen is poignant, writing of love and loss, injustice and resilience.
Most important, Teodrose's writing is a critique of our time and a much needed
focus on the issues that divide us and the core of our collective struggle that
often gets blurred by manufactured outrages and stoked grievances. A must read
for those who hope to one day overcome injustice with a common purpose.
Serendipity's Trace is a collection of poetry and observations that express hope
through struggle and traces the experiences that have shaped Teodrose's past
and present. Powerful, emotion, and raw in its eloquence, Teodrose's writing is
one that speaks to our collective conscience.
Clay McGavran was stuck in hell. Otherwise known as Denson, Virginia - a small
town in the shadows of the Blue Ridge Mountains - a town shrouded in the pain
and tragedy of the past. As partner at one of Richmond's most successful
construction and design firms, building someone else's dream home was his job.
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But when their dream brought him to the town of his nightmares, he was thrust
into a past he'd worked diligently to forget. The only respite to his misery came
from an unexpected - and inconvenient - source. His new assistant, Alison. To
Clay, Alison was the woman whose perpetual smile and hauntingly familiar eyes
were a balm to his scraped and bruised psyche. She was the antithesis of the
type of woman he usually took to his bed but he found himself wanting her more
than any woman before her. And, as his employee, she was the one woman he
couldn't have. His company, friendships, and reputation were at stake. He
couldn't cross that line again. He'd been reckless in the past and it had nearly
cost him his company - and his life. But it's not so easy to walk away when, in the
fires of his personal hell, he may have stumbled headlong into his salvation.
***Due to coarse language and graphic sexual situations, this book is not
intended for individuals under the age of 18.***
'Wonderfully romantic, full of mystery and magic. I fell in love with Ballykiltara!' Cathy Bramley You'll find a warm welcome in the latest novel from Ali
McNamara, bestselling author of The Little Flower Shop by the Sea and From
Notting Hill with Love, Actually One summer, property seeker, Serendipity Parker
finds herself on the beautiful west coast of Ireland, hunting for a home for a
wealthy Irish client. But when she finds the perfect house in the small town of
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Ballykiltara, there's a problem; nobody seems to know who owns it. 'The
Welcome House' is a local legend. Its front door is always open for those in need
of shelter, and there's always a plentiful supply of food in the cupboards for the
hungry or poor. While Ren desperately tries to find the owner to see if she can
negotiate a sale, she begins to delve deeper into the history and legends that
surround the old house and the town. But for a woman who has always been
focussed on her work, she's remarkably distracted by Finn, the attractive
manager of the local hotel. But will she ever discover the real truth behind the
mysterious 'Welcome House'? Or will the house cast its magical spell over Ren
and help her to find true happiness? 'Breathtakingly scenic, full of love,
friendship, romance, magic... made me want to move to Ballykiltara right away' Alex Brown, author of The Secret of Orchard Cottage What readers are saying
about The Summer of Serendipity 'A really heartwarming novel' - The Booktrail 'A
magical read full of mystery, romance and mythical Irish charm. This summery
novel will make you look at your own life with new eyes and see that spark of
magic in the stories that surround you every day' - Laura Bambrey Books 'An
enticing novel, bringing together a wonderful story, filled with friendly, realistic
characters, gorgeous scenery, and a little bit of magic' - Whispering Stories
'Another warm and funny love story from Ali and I highly recommend escaping
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with it this summer' - One More Page 'I had a feeling I would fall in love with this
tale and that's exactly what I did!' - Fiction Dreams
New York Times bestselling author Carly Phillips presents the first in a series
about a quaint upstate New York town where love, fate, and fortune are
intertwined... Faith Harrington was the classic girl of privilege--until her father was
convicted of running a Ponzi scheme and then her marriage crashed and burned.
Now Faith is back in her hometown, hoping for a fresh start. But her father's
betrayal has rocked Serendipity--and not everyone is ready to welcome her with
open arms. Then she runs into her teenage crush--the dark, brooding Ethan
Barron. Ethan, no stranger to scandal himself, never imagined he'd own the
mansion on the hill, much less ever again come face-to-face with Faith--the
princess he once kissed senseless. The chance meeting reignites the electric
charge between them. Still, when Ethan hires her to redecorate what was once
her childhood home, Faith is sure that getting involved with the town's notorious
bad boy will lead only to trouble. But her heart has other ideas. And so do the
townspeople of Serendipity...
This middle grade, magical-realism novel from the author of The Flourishing of
Floralie Laurel is about an Irish girl who is sent to a mysterious town in Virginia to
live with her long-lost mother, and is Alice Hoffman's Nightbird meets Claire
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LeGrand's The Cavendish Home for Boys and Girls! Amidst the 1971 Troubles
between the Irish Republican Army and Northern Ireland, twelve-year-old Finn
lives in a world of her own of fairy tales. Raised by her grandmother, Nuala, who
is the village storyteller, Finn spends her days playing make-believe in the forest,
weaving tall tales to tell her friend Darcy, longing to go to the island of Inis Eala to
meet the swans there, and waiting for her father to return from the war. She's
long since stopped believing in happy endings and miracles, preferring to believe
instead in serendipity, or "happy mistakes." While Nuala revels in the safety and
routine of their quiet village life, spunky Finn craves adventure . . . something that
comes to her more quickly than expected. When Darcy becomes lost at sea and
Nuala suddenly passes away, Finn is shipped off to the affluent town of Starlight
Valley, Virginia, to live with her long-lost mother, Aoife, and half-sister, PosyKate. Finn is initially excited to get to know her newfound family, but she can't
help but notice that things are a bit unusual. The town is encircled by thorn trees,
and even stranger is Aoife's house, where the walls are covered with swan
feathers and decorated with swan heads--and Aoife's shoes appear to be made
out of swan bills. Finn tries to ignore the sinking feeling that something isn't right,
but she starts to believe that what's happening isn't random. Instead, it's taken
directly from one of her grandmother's famous folktales, The Children of Lir,
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where a scorned mother turns all of her children into swans. But Finn stopped
believing in those stories a long time ago . . . could they actually be true?
Kate thinks all her wishes have come true when she opens her little craft shop down on
the harbour in the pretty Cornish seaside town of St Felix. It's been her life-long dream
to open her own shop, and now she's finally got the chance, she's loving selling her
own quirky handmade textile designs to the many holidaymakers that flock into St Felix
every year. But there's a mystery about Kate's shop - one that Jack, the owner of a new
art store in town, wants to help Kate solve. A series of mysterious paintings and
beautiful embroidered pictures hint at a love story over sixty years old, but Kate needs
to know how the story ends! As Kate and Jack delve deeper into the vintage romance,
they find that not only do their own lives share uncanny similarities with their 1950s
counterparts, but also the two of them are becoming closer. But as the two couples'
stories unfold over six decades apart, can Kate and Jack put right a wrong that's
remained a secret since the 1950s, and will both couples end up with the happy ending
they truly deserve?
In this funny, genuine, and clever book, Allyson Apsey shares relatable stories and
practical strategies for living a meaningful life regardless of the craziness happening
around you. You'll discover that you really do have the power to choose the kind of life
you live-every day.
Greg Gilmore fought hard against returning to Hershey, PA. He has trouble breathing in
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a town with so many Morrisons running around. Janine Morris, a woman as deeply
entrenched in secrets and special military skills as him, only adds to his discomfort.
Keeping his family safe is his number one goal. So why do Janine's haunted amber
eyes keep enticing him to throw away all his cares and concerns to join forces with a
woman who could bring all his enemies right down on the Morrison Family?
A woman trying to find herself finds love with her ex-husband’s best friend in this novel
by the #1 New York Times–bestselling author. Six years ago, Jory Ryan fled
Philadelphia after a brief, tragic marriage to wealthy Ross Landers. Now Jory has come
home to make peace with the past. But the future invites trouble when Jory falls
precipitously for Ross’s best friend—and becomes entangled with the Landers family
and the business she fled. Suddenly Jory finds herself at the helm of an empire,
confronted with changes and choices she never dreamed possible, and ready to meet a
new life ripe with the promise of lasting love. Praise for Fern Michaels and Her Novels
“Heartbreaking, suspenseful, and tender.” —Booklist on Return to Sender “A big, rich
book in every way . . . I think Fern Michaels has struck oil with this one.” —Patricia
Matthews on Texas Rich “Michaels just keeps getting better and better with each book
. . . She never disappoints.” —RT Book Reviews on Forget Me Not
Was meeting again an unfortunate twist of fate? Or was it just serendipity?Julia
McKinnon was convinced she'd found the one - the man of her dreams, the most
seductive, experienced lover she'd ever known - and the night they'd spent together in
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New York was the stuff erotic fantasies were spun from. But with the dawn of a new day
came only heartache and betrayal, and her dreams were snuffed out like so much fairy
dust. Nathan Atwood felt like the lowest sort of life form after seducing the incredibly
beautiful girl he met in New York, only to break her tender heart with the confession that
he was already involved with someone else. Leaving Julia was the hardest thing he'd
ever done, and the memory of their passionate night together haunted his dreams for
months afterwards.Now fate has brought them together again, and they are forced to
work alongside each other. Will Julia be able to put aside the feelings she still has for
her handsome boss and forge a new life for herself in San Francisco? And how long will
Nathan be able to resist the gorgeous woman he's never really stopped thinking about
or wanting?
Perfect lives. Perfect lies. The brand new novel from the global bestselling author of
The Devil Wears Prada
The discovery of a packet of old letters sends seventeen-year-old Abby Schoenberg to
Nantucket to unravel a family mystery about her grandmother's past, but things get
complicated when Abby meets the cute grandson of a prominent family who wants to
stop her from investigating.
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